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This week we study the discovery of Big Bang theory and 
how it was received by scientists, the Catholic Church and 
and the Communist Soviet Union. 
 
We are studying extracts from four documents: 
 
1. Abbé Georges Lemaître’s 1931 follow up note in Nature 

of his 1927 paper, in which he finds a solution to 
Einstein’s equations that presents a surprising new view 
of the Universe. 
• Try and get a general sense of what it is that Lemaître 

is proposing about the Universe. 
• What is Lemaître proposing that is new and different? 
• Why might this be controversial? 

 
2. Helge Kragh’s article on “The Universe, the Cold War 

and Dialectical Materialism” 
• What was the Communist ideology about the 

Universe? 
• How did Andrei Zhdanov view the work of Lemaître?  

Why? 
 

3. Pope Pius XII’s 1951 address on “The proofs for the 
existence of God in the Light of Modern Natural Science.” 
• What ideas about the Universe proposed by modern 

science does Pope Pius XII think are important?  
Why? 

• Why do you think this document is seen by some as 
being controversial? 

  
4. Pope John Paul II’s 1985 address “The proofs for God’s 

existence”.   
• What are the similarities and differences between John 

Paul II’s address and Pius XII’s address?  
• How does this help us to develop a conciliatory view of 

Big Bang theory and the ideas of both believers and 
non-believers? 

Coffee with the Classics 
 
Science, Faith, and Culture: Conflict 
and Reconciliation 
 
Week 3:  Georges Lemaître and Big 
Bang Theory. (29th March 2017) 
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The Universe, the Cold War, and Dialectical Materialism 

HELGE KRAGH* 

 

Abstract.  Ideological considerations have always influenced science, but 
rarely as directly and massively as in the Soviet Union during the early Cold 
War period. Cosmology was among the sciences that became heavily 
politicized and forced to conform to the doctrines of Marxism-Leninism. This 
field of science developed entirely differently in the Communist countries 
than in the West, in large measure because of political pressure. Certain 
cosmological models, in particular of the big bang type, were declared 
pseudo-scientific and idealistic because they implied a cosmic creation, a 
concept which was taken to be religious. The result of the ideological pressure 
was not an independent Soviet cosmology, but that astronomers and 
physicists abandoned cosmological research in the Western sense. Only in the 
1960s did this situation change, and cosmology in the Soviet Union began to 
flourish. The paper examines the relationship between science and political 
ideology in the case of the Soviet Union from about 1947 to 1963, and it also 
relates this case to the later one in the People’s Republic of China. 

 

1.  Introduction: Stalinism and the Sciences 

The Cold War was not only a confrontation between two antagonistic 

political systems that involved military, political and economic actions; it 

was also a confrontation between two world views in which science and 

philosophy, directly and indirectly, were parts of the political agenda. In 

some cases scientific theories became politicized, that is, associated with 

political and ideological views that made them either attractive or 
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unattractive. In the latter case they might be judged politically incorrect to 

such an extent that they effectively became suppressed as theoria non grata. In 

the Western propaganda, scientific views were occasionally associated with 

Marxist values, such as materialism and atheism, which made it easier to 

discredit them and question their scientific legitimacy.  

 However, it was only within the authoritarian system of the Soviet 

Union and its allied nations that scientific theories were directly suppressed 

for political reasons, such as happened most flagrantly in the era of Stalinism 

from about 1946 to 1953 (Graham, 1972; Pollock, 2006). According to the 

Central Committee of the Communist Party, it was the duty of every Soviet 

citizen to ‘defend the purity of Marxist-Leninist doctrines in all domains of 

culture and science’ (Prokofieva, 1950, p. 12). Moreover, the Committee 

stressed that science is not cosmopolitan, but divided along the line of the 

world-wide class struggle, with a materialistic Soviet science fighting the 

idealistic pseudo-science of the capitalist world.   

 The question of the relationship between Communist ideology and 

scientific thought in the early phase of the Cold War is complex, for other 

reasons because the severely repressive political system did not cause a 

general decline in Soviet science. On the contrary, during the same period 

science in the Soviet Union made remarkable advances, a phenomenon that 

Alexei Kojevnikov (2004, p. xii) has called the ‘main paradox of Soviet 

science’. The infamous Lysenko affair and the crusade against Western 

genetics did have damaging consequences for Soviet biology and agricultural 

science, but Lysenkoism was hardly the symbol of the ideology-science 

relationship that it has often been made (Krementsov, 1997; Kojevnikov, 

2004, pp. 186-214). At any rate, it was on a much bigger scale than the 

suppression of cosmological thought here considered. There are other cases 
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more comparable to what happened in cosmology, such as the relatively little 

known controversy in structural chemistry focusing on the resonance theory 

of aromatic compounds. Briefly, in this case the quantum theory of resonance 

was considered politically incorrect because it did not describe molecules as 

real structures in accordance with the sanctioned view of materialism 

(Graham, 1964; Pechenkin, 1995).1 

 Andrei Zhdanov, a member of the Politburo and Stalin’s chief 

ideologue, was the driving force behind the political alignment of culture 

and science, including the purge of incorrect views from Soviet science. On 

24 June 1947 he delivered a speech in which he condemned trends in 

philosophy and science that he deemed contrary to the values of Marxism-

Leninism. Astronomy and cosmology were among the sciences that needed 

to be cleansed of bourgeois heresies. Referring to ‘the reactionary scientists 

Lemaître, Milne and others’, Zhdanov accused Western cosmology of being 

covertly religious. It used the observed redshifts of the nebulae ‘to strengthen 

religious views on the structure of the universe’, he said. Moreover, 

‘Falsifiers of science want to revive the fairy tale of the origin of the world 

from nothing. … Another failure of the “theory” in question consists in the 

fact that it brings us to the idealistic attitude of assuming the world to be 

finite’.2 Zhdanov’s talk marked the beginning of a decade in which 

cosmology in the sense cultivated by Western physicists and astronomers 

almost disappeared from Soviet science, in large measure because it was seen 

as politically incorrect. Compared with the situation in other parts of the 

physical sciences, such as quantum mechanics and relativity theory, this is a 

case that has only attracted limited attention from historians of science (but 

see Graham, 1972, pp. 139-194; Haley, 1980; Kragh, 1996, pp. 259-268). 
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2.  Shadows of the Past: Engels to Lenin 

What in the early 1950s emerged as the doctrines of Communist cosmology, 

as defined by orthodox party philosophers, can be summarized in five points 

(Haley, 1980, pp. 139-149; Mikulak, 1958):  

(i) The universe is infinite in both space and its content of matter.  

(ii) The universe is eternal: there never was a beginning and there never will 

be an end.  

(iii) Only matter and its manifestations in the forms of motion and energy 

have any real existence in the universe.  

(iv) The truth of cosmological theories should be judged by their 

correspondence with the laws of dialectical-materialist philosophy.  

(v) The galactic redshifts do not indicate that cosmic space is in a state of 

expansion, but can be explained by other mechanisms.  

Remarkably, the first four of the doctrines have their roots in the nineteenth 

century and are essentially repetitions of what Friedrich Engels, Marx’s close 

collaborator, argued in his works on the dialectics of nature. (He was 

unaware of the expansion of the universe, which was only discovered in the 

late 1920s.) To understand the position of the Stalinist party philosophers it is 

necessary to briefly recall the ideological discussion in the late nineteenth 

century concerning thermodynamics and cosmology. 

 The idea of a cosmic ‘heat death’ caused by the continual increase of 

entropy in the universe, which is one version of the second law of 

thermodynamics, was intensely discussed in the second half of the 

nineteenth century by scientists and non-scientists alike (Neswald, 2006; 

Kragh, 2008). Many philosophers and social critics, including the large 

majority of socialist thinkers, found it unbearable that life and activity in the 
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universe should one day cease to exist. They found it equally unacceptable 

that it apparently followed from the second law that the universe had a finite 

age; because, if it were infinitely old, the entropy would be maximally high, 

contrary to observation. Then, from a universe of finite age there was but a 

short step to one which was created supernaturally. What matters in the 

present context is that socialists generally rejected both the heat death and 

the ‘entropic creation argument’. One way of escaping these unpalatable 

consequences was to postulate an infinitely large universe to which the laws 

of thermodynamics supposedly did not apply. 

 Engels was much worried of the prospects of a running-down 

universe, which he argued against in his Dialektik der Natur and other works 

on the dialectical natural philosophy. For example, in a letter to Karl Marx of 

21 March 1869 he claimed that the heat death scenario was not only 

scientifically nonsense but also ideologically dangerous: ‘Since, according to 

this theory, in the existing world, more heat must always be converted into 

other energy than can be obtained by converting other energy into heat, so 

the original hot state, out of which things have cooled, is obviously 

inexplicable, even contradictory, and thus presumes a God’ (Kragh, 2008, p. 

135). To the mind of the militantly atheistic Engels, cosmic irreversibility was 

incompatible with dialectical materialism, whereas it legitimated miracles 

and divine creation. The universe must necessarily be a perpetuum mobile, and 

for this reason infinite in matter and space. This view, generally accepted by 

early thinkers of a socialist and positivist inclination, was adopted by Lenin 

and canonized in his philosophical treatise Materialismus und 

Empiriokritizismus from 1908. Considered to be an integral part of the 

doctrines of dialectical materialism, it was incorporated in the official 
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philosophy of nature that came to dominate thinking in the Soviet Union and 

other Communist countries.  

 Well before the Cold War, party philosophers in the Soviet Union 

had taken Engels’ cosmic thoughts to their hearts and turned them into 

doctrines of the Communist world view. To repeat, according to this world 

view the universe was infinite and eternal, self-regulating and in eternal flux. 

The dogma even became enshrined in the officially approved definitions of 

cosmology. One such definition, dating from the early 1950s, reads (Hayes, 

1980, p. 151):  

Cosmology is the study of an infinite universe as a coherent, single whole 

and of the whole region embraced by observation as a part of the universe. 

This study has … the status of an independent branch of astronomy, closely 
associated with physics. In its generalization, cosmology is essentially 

governed by philosophy and cannot be scientific without a philosophical 

base containing a correct theory of knowledge and revealing general laws 

of matter and of its motion.  

Soviet ideologues considered the very application of physical theories to the 

universe as a whole to be suspect and un-Marxist as long as these theories 

were not ‘governed by philosophy’ – meaning dialectical materialism. They 

found it unscientific as well as ideologically unacceptable to extrapolate local 

laws of physics, such as relativity theory and thermodynamics, to the 

universe at large. 

 The cosmological consequences of the second law of 

thermodynamics were discussed on both sides of the Iron Curtain, but in 

different ways. In the 1950s the heat death did not occupy an important 

position among Western cosmologists, who chose to focus on properties of 

the universe that could be determined observationally, such as its space 

curvature and expansion rate. The heat death was considered too 
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hypothetical to be of use in discriminating between cosmological models. On 

the other hand, Soviet scientists and philosophers took the subject very 

seriously, in part motivated by the political consensus that the universe could 

not possibly end in an equilibrium state. The answer was given in advance, 

dictated by the philosophical system. They consequently adopted various 

strategies to refute the idealistic heat death hypothesis (Graham, 1972, p. 

500). The strategies were basically the same as used in the nineteenth 

century, the most popular being to deny that the law of entropy increase 

applied to the entire universe or to suggest the existence of processes 

counteracting the growth in entropy. For example, in 1950 the physicist J. R. 

Plotkin argued that ‘a state of equilibrium for the whole universe not only is 

impossible, but does not make any sense at all. … Attempts at applying to 

the whole universe the conclusion of the second law of thermodynamics 

have no scientific foundation’.3 

 

3.  Religion and Cosmological Theories 

The cosmological scene in the early 1950s was confusing, with no consensus 

model of the universe and no agreement about the proper methods of 

cosmology as a science (North, 1965; Kragh, 1996). In Kuhnian terms, 

cosmology was lacking a paradigm and therefore still in a prescientific stage. 

The majority of physicists and astronomers on both sides of the Iron Curtain 

agreed that the universe expands and that the expansion was best explained 

by Einstein’s cosmological field equations, although in the Soviet Union the 

term ‘universe’ was typically understood in a different sense than in the 

capitalist countries. To mainstream cosmologists in the West, a cosmological 

model corresponded to a solution of Einstein’s equations, and the problem 
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was to find by means of theory and observation the model describing the one 

and only real universe. Many relativistic cosmologists were in favour of the 

ever-expanding Lemaître-Eddington model, which had no sudden beginning 

in time; others found a finite-age universe of the explosive (big bang) type to 

be an attractive possibility. The idea of a big bang universe was first 

proposed by the Belgian cosmologist and Catholic priest Georges Lemaître in 

1931, without attracting much attention. In the period 1946-1953 it was 

turned into a physical model of the early universe by the Russian-American 

nuclear physicist George Gamow and his collaborators Ralph Alpher and 

Robert Herman, but also this model failed to win acceptance.  

 Then there were cosmological theories that were not based on the 

general theory of relativity and did not assume a universe of finite age. The 

most important of these alternatives was the steady state theory introduced 

by Fred Hoyle, Hermann Bondi and Thomas Gold in 1948. According to this 

theory, the universe expanded at an ever increasing rate and yet it had 

always looked the same and would continue to do so; there was neither a 

beginning nor an end of time. To keep the universe in a steady state it was 

necessary to postulate that matter was continually created throughout the 

universe, a feature that contributed to make the theory controversial. From 

1948 to about 1965, when the steady state theory was largely abandoned, it 

was involved in an epic controversy with the rival class of relativistic 

evolution theories (Kragh, 1996). All this took place in the Western world, 

mostly in England and the United States, whereas none of the two classes of 

cosmological theories found approval in the Soviet bloc.  

 Religion was a most important element in the war over the souls that 

was an integral part of the Cold War. The authorized Soviet version of 

dialectical materialism was radically opposed to religion and obliged to fight 
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it in whatever of its manifestations, including its associations to science. 

Astronomy had served as a vehicle for Soviet anti-religious propaganda also 

before the war, when the Catholic Church was under ideological attack. The 

propaganda resulted in a brief but interesting controversy between Russian 

Communist astronomers and Otto Struve, the eminent Russian-American 

astronomer and director of the Yerkes Observatory (Struve, 1935; Bronshten 

and McCutcheon, 1995). 

 Communist party philosophers saw an unholy alliance between the 

Christian doctrine of genesis and the finite-age models proposed by 

cosmologists such as Gamow and Lemaître. In the case of Gamow the 

suspicion was unfounded, as Gamow was not a Christian but either an 

agnostic or an atheist. It was equally unfounded in the case of Lemaître, who 

was careful to distinguish between the ‘beginning’ and the ‘creation’ of the 

world. According to Lemaître (1958, p. 7), his version of the big bang model 

‘remains entirely outside any metaphysical or religious question [and] leaves 

the materialist free to deny any transcendental Being’. Nevertheless, it was 

commonly claimed that Lemaître’s explosive universe was apologetically 

motivated. The accusation was routinely made in Soviet comments, but it or 

similar claims can be found also in non-Marxist Western scientists and 

philosophers.4 While unjustified in the case of Lemaître, apologetic uses of 

big bang cosmology were sometimes made in the period, confirming atheist 

and socialist critics in their belief that the big bang theory was a religious 

view masquerading as science. 

 The most remarkable and publicized example of such misuse was an 

official, so-called encyclical address that the pope, Pius XII, gave in Rome on 

22 November 1951. In this much-discussed address the pope effectively 

argued that the new and still hypothetical big bang theory served as 
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THE!PROOFS!FOR!THE!EXISTENCE!OF!
GOD!IN!THE!LIGHT!OF!MODERN!
NATURAL!SCIENCE!
Pope!Pius!XII!
!
Address!to!the!Pontifical!Academy!of!
Sciences,!November!22,!1951.!
!
1.!This!meeting!of!the!Pontifical!
Academy!of!Sciences!brings!Us!an!
hour!of!serene!happiness,!for!which!
We!are!grateful!to!the!Almighty.!At!the!
same!time!it!affords!Us!the!welcome!
opportunity!to!spend!some!time!in!the!
company!of!a!select!group!of!eminent!
Cardinals,!illustrious!diplomats,!
outstanding!personages,!and!of!
yourselves,!the!members!of!the!
Pontifical!Academy,!who!are!indeed!
worthy!of!the!solemnity!of!this!
gathering.!For,!by!your!research,!your!
unveiling!of!the!secrets!of!nature,!and!
your!teaching!of!men!to!direct!the!
forces!of!nature!toward!their!own!
welfare,!you!preach!at!the!same!time,!
in!the!language!of!figures,!formulae!
and!discoveries,!the!inexpressible!
harmony!of!the!work!of!an!allRwise!
God.!
!
2.!In!fact,!according!to!the!measure!of!
its!progress,!and!contrary!to!
affirmations!advanced!in!the!past,!true!
science!discovers!God!in!an!everR
increasing!degree—as!though!God!
were!waiting!behind!every!door!
opened!by!science.!We!would!even!say!
that!from!this!progressive!discovery!of!
God,!which!is!realized!in!the!increase!
of!knowledge,!there!flow!benefits!not!
only!for!the!scientist!himself!when!he!
reflects!as!a!philosopher—and!how!
can!he!escape!such!reflection?—but!
also!for!those!who!share!in!these!new!
discoveries!or!make!them!the!object!of!

their!own!considerations.!Genuine!
philosophers!profit!from!these!
discoveries!in!a!very!special!way,!
because!when!they!take!these!
scientific!conquests!as!the!basis!for!
their!rational!speculations,!their!
conclusions!thereby!acquire!greater!
certainty,!while!they!are!provided!
with!clearer!illustrations!in!the!midst!
of!possible!shadows!and!more!
convincing!assistance!in!establishing!
an!ever!more!satisfying!response!to!
difficulties!and!objections.!
!

(…Omitting)the)intervening)
paragraphs…))

!
C.!THE!UNIVERSE!AND!ITS!
DEVELOPMENT!
!
In!the!future:!
!
31.!If!the!scientist!turns!his!attention!
from!the!present!state!of!the!universe!
to!the!future,!even!the!very!remote!
future,!he!finds!himself!constrained!to!
recognize,!both!in!the!macrocosm!and!
in!the!microcosm,!that!the!world!is!
growing!old.!In!the!course!of!billions!
of!years,!even!the!apparently!
inexhaustible!quantities!of!atomic!
nuclei!lost!utilizable!energy!and,!so!to!
speak,!matter!becomes!like!an!extinct!
and!scoriform!volcano.!And!the!
thought!comes!spontaneously!that!if!
this!present!cosmos,!today!so!
pulsating!with!rhythm!and!life!is,!as!
we!have!seen,!insufficient!to!explain!
itself,!with!still!less!reason,!will!any!
such!explanation!be!forthcoming!from!
the!cosmos!over!which,!in!its!own!
way,!the!shadow!of!death!will!have!
passed.!
!
In!the!past:!
!



32.!Let!us!now!turn!our!attention!to!
the!past.!The!farther!back!we!go,!the!
more!matter!presents!itself!as!always!
more!enriched!with!free!energy,!and!
as!a!theater!of!vast!cosmic!
disturbances.!Thus!everything!seems!
to!indicate!that!the!material!universe!
had!in!finite!times!a!mighty!beginning,!
provided!as!it!was!with!an!
indescribably!vast!abundance!of!
energy!reserves,!in!virture!of!which,!at!
first!rapidly!and!then!with!increasing!
slowness,!it!evolved!into!its!present!
state.!
!
33.!This!naturally!brings!to!mind!two!
questions:!
Is!science!in!a!position!to!state!when!
this!mighty!beginning!of!the!cosmos!
took!place?!
And,!secondly,!what!was!the!initial!or!
primitive!state!of!the!universe?!
!
34.!The!most!competent!experts!in!
atomic!physics,!in!collaboration!with!
astronomers!and!astrophysicists,!have!
attempted!to!shed!light!on!these!two!
difficult!but!extremely!interesting!
problems.!
!
D.!THE!BEGINNING!IN!TIME!
!
35.!First!of!all,!to!quote!some!figures—
which!aim!at!nothing!else!than!to!give!
an!order!of!magnitude!fixing!the!dawn!
of!our!universe,!that!is!to!say,!to!its!
beginning!in!time—science!has!at!its!
disposal!various!means,!each!of!which!
is!more!or!less!independent!from!the!
other,!although!all!converge.!We!point!
them!out!briefly:!
!
(1)!recession!of!the!spiral!nebulae!or!
galaxies:!
!

36.!The!examination!of!various!spiral!
nebulae,!especially!as!carried!out!by!
Edwin!W.!Hubble!at!the!Mount!Wilson!
Observatory,!has!led!to!the!significant!
conclusion,!presented!with!all!due!
reservations,!that!these!distant!
systems!of!galaxies!tend!to!move!away!
from!one!another!with!such!velocity!
that,!in!the!space!of!1,300!million!
years,!the!distance!between!such!
spiral!nebulae!is!doubled.!If!we!look!
back!into!the!past!at!the!time!required!
for!this!process!of!the!"expanding!
universe,"!it!follows!that,!from!one!to!
ten!billion!years!ago,!the!matter!of!the!
spiral!nebulae!was!compressed!into!a!
relatively!restricted!space,!at!the!time!
the!cosmic!processes!had!their!
beginning.!
!
(2)!The!age!of!the!solid!crust!of!the!
earth:!
!
37.!To!calculate!the!age!of!original!
radioactive!substances,!very!
approximate!data!are!taken!from!the!
transformation!of!the!isotope!of!
uranium!238!into!an!isotope!of!lead!
(RaG),!or!of!an!isotope!of!uranium!235!
into!actinium!D!(AcD),!and!of!the!
isotope!of!thorium!232!into!thorium!D!
(ThD).!The!mass!of!helium!thereby!
formed!can!serve!as!a!means!of!
control.!This!leads!to!the!conclusion!
that!the!average!age!of!the!oldest!
minerals!is!at!the!most!five!billion!
years.!
!
(3)!The!age!of!meteorites:!
!
38.!The!preceding!method!adopted!to!
determine!the!age!of!meteorites!has!
led!to!practically!the!same!figure!of!
five!billion!years.!This!is!a!result!
which!acquires!special!importance!by!
reason!of!the!fact!that!the!meteorites!



come!from!outside!our!earth!and,!
apart!from!the!terrestrial!minerals!are!
the!only!examples!of!celestial!bodies!
which!can!be!studied!in!scientific!
laboratories.!
!
(4)!The!stability!of!the!systems!of!
double!stars!and!starry!masses:!
!
39.!The!oscillations!of!gravitation!
between!these!systems,!as!also!the!
attrition!resulting!from!tides,!again!
limit!their!stability!within!a!period!of!
from!five!to!ten!billion!years.!40.!
!
Although!these!figures!may!seem!
astounding,!nevertheless,!even!to!the!
simplest!of!the!faithful,!they!bring!no!
new!or!different!concept!from!the!one!
they!learned!in!the!opening!words!of!
Genesis:!"In!the!beginning!.!.!.,"!that!is!
to!say;!at!the!beginning!of!things!in!
time.!The!figures!We!have!quoted!
clothe!these!words!in!a!concrete!and!
almost!mathematical!expression,!
while!from!them!there!springs!forth!a!
new!source!of!consolation!for!those!
who!share!the!esteem!of!the!Apostle!
for!that!divinely!inspired!Scripture!
which!is!always!useful!"for!teaching,!
for!reproving,!for!correcting,!for!
instructing"!(2!Tim.,!3,!16).!
!
E.!THE!STATE!AND!QUALITY!OF!
ORIGINAL!MATTER!
!
41.!In!addition!to!the!question!of!the!
age!of!the!cosmos,!scholars!have,!with!
similar!earnestness!and!liberty!of!
research!and!verification,!turned!their!
daring!genius!to!the!other!problem!
which!has!already!been!mentioned!
and!which!is!certainly!more!difficult,!
concerning!the!state!and!quality!of!
primitive!matter.!
!

42.!According!to!the!theories!serving!
as!their!basis,!the!relative!calculations!
differ!in!no!small!degree!from!one!
another.!Nevertheless,!scientists!agree!
in!holding!that!not!only!the!mass!but!
also!the!density,!pressure,!and!
temperature!of!matter!must!have!
reached!absolutely!enormous!
proportions!as!can!be!seen!from!the!
recent!work!of!A.!Unsold,!director!of!
the!Observatory!of!Kiel!(<Kernphysik!
und!Kosmologie,!in!the!Zeitschrift!fur!
Astrophysik>,!24,!B.!1948,!pag.!278!
306).!Only!under!such!conditions!can!
we!explain!the!formation!of!heavy!
nuclei!and!their!relative!frequency!in!
the!periodic!system!of!the!elements.!
!
43.!Rightly,!on!the!other!hand,!does!
the!mind!in!its!eagerness!for!truth!
insist!on!asking!how!matter!reached!
this!state,!which!is!so!unlike!anything!
found!in!our!own!everyday!
experience,!and!it!also!wants!to!know!
what!went!before!it.!In!vain!would!we!
seek!an!answer!in!natural!science,!
which!declares!honestly!that!it!finds!
itself!face!to!face!with!an!insoluble!
enigma.!It!is!true!that!such!a!question!
would!demand!too!much!of!natural!
science!as!such.!But!it!is!also!certain!
that!the!human!mind!trained!in!
philosophical!meditation!penetrates!
more!deeply!into!this!problem.!
!
44.!It!is!undeniable!that!when!a!mind!
enlightened!and!enriched!with!
modern!scientific!knowledge!weighs!
this!problem!calmly,!it!feels!drawn!to!
break!through!the!circle!of!completely!
independent!or!autochthonous!
matter,!whether!uncreated!or!selfR
created,!and!to!ascend!to!a!creating!
Spirit.!With!the!same!clear!and!critical!
look!with!which!it!examines!and!
passes!judgment!on!facts,!it!perceives!



and!recognizes!the!work!of!creative!
omnipotence,!whose!power,!set!in!
motion!by!the!mighty!"Fiat"!
pronounced!billions!of!years!ago!by!
the!Creating!Spirit,!spread!out!over!
the!universe,!calling!into!existence!
with!a!gesture!of!generous!love!matter!
busting!with!energy.!In!fact,!it!would!
seem!that!presentRday!science,!with!
one!sweeping!step!back!across!
millions!of!centuries,!has!succeeded!in!
bearing!witness!to!that!primordial!
"Fiat!lux"!uttered!at!the!moment!
when,!along!with!matter,!there!burst!
forth!from!nothing!a!sea!of!light!and!
radiation,!while!the!particles!of!
chemical!elements!split!and!formed!
into!millions!of!galaxies.!
!
45.!It!is!quite!true!that!the!facts!
established!up!to!the!present!time!are!
not!an!absolute!proof!of!creation!in!
time,!as!are!the!proofs!drawn!from!
metaphysics!and!Revelation!in!what!
concerns!simple!creation!or!those!
founded!on!Revelation!if!there!be!
question!of!creation!in!time.!The!
pertinent!facts!of!the!natural!sciences,!
to!which!We!have!referred,!are!
awaiting!still!further!research!and!
confirmation,!and!the!theories!
founded!on!them!are!in!need!of!
further!development!and!proof!before!
they!can!provide!a!sure!foundation!for!
arguments!which,!of!themselves,!are!
outside!the!proper!sphere!of!the!
natural!sciences.!
!
46.!This!notwithstanding,!it!is!worthy!
of!note!that!modern!scholars!in!these!
fields!regard!the!idea!of!the!creation!of!
the!universe!as!entirely!compatible!
with!their!scientific!conceptions!and!
that!they!are!even!led!spontaneously!
to!this!conclusion!by!their!scientific!
research.!Just!a!few!decades!ago,!any!

such!"hypothesis"!was!rejected!as!
entirely!irreconcilable!with!the!
present!state!of!science.!
!
47.!As!late!as!1911,!the!celebrated!
physicist!Svante!Arhenius!declared!
that!"the!opinion!that!something!can!
come!from!nothing!is!at!variance!with!
the!presentRday!state!of!science,!
according!to!which!matter!is!
immutable."!(<Die!Vorstellung!vom!
Weltgebaude!im!Wandel!der!Zeiten>,!
1911,!pag.!362).!In!this!same!vein!we!
find!the!statement!of!Plato:!"Matter!
exists.!Nothing!can!come!from!
nothing,!hence!matter!is!eternal.!We!
cannot!admit!the!creation!of!matter."!
(<Ultramontane!Weltanschauung!und!
Moderne!Lebenskunde>,!1907,!pag.!
55).!
!
48.!On!the!other!hand,!how!different!
and!much!more!faithful!a!reflection!of!
limitless!visions!is!the!language!of!an!
outstanding!modern!scientist,!Sir!
Edmund!Whittaker,!member!of!the!
Pontifical!Academy!of!Science,!when!
he!speaks!of!the!aboveRmentioned!
inquiries!into!the!age!of!the!world:!
"These!different!calculations!point!to!
the!conclusion!that!there!was!a!time,!
some!nine!or!ten!billion!years!ago,!
prior!to!which!the!cosmos,!if!it!existed,!
existed!in!a!form!totally!different!from!
anything!we!know,!and!this!form!
constitutes!the!very!last!limit!of!
science.!We!refer!to!it!perhaps!not!
improperly!as!creation.!It!provides!a!
unifying!background,!suggested!by!
geological!evidence,!for!that!
explanation!of!the!world!according!to!
which!every!organism!existing!on!the!
earth!had!a!beginning!in!time.!Were!
this!conclusion!to!be!confirmed!by!
future!research,!it!might!well!be!
considered!as!the!most!outstanding!



discovery!of!our!times,!since!it!
represents!a!fundamental!change!in!
the!scientific!conception!of!the!
universe,!similar!to!the!one!brought!
about!four!centuries!ago!by!
Copernicus."!(<Space!and!Spirit>,!
1946,!pag.!118R119).!
!
Conclusion:!
!
49.!What,!then,!is!the!importance!of!
modern!science!for!the!argument!for!
the!existence!of!God!based!on!the!
mutability!of!the!cosmos?!By!means!of!
exact!and!detailed!research!into!the!
macrocosm!and!the!microcosm,!it!has!
considerably!broadened!and!
deepened!the!empirical!foundation!on!
which!this!argument!rests,!and!from!
which!it!concludes!to!the!existence!of!
an<!Ens!a!se>,!immutable!by!His!very!
nature.!
!
50.!It!has,!besides,!followed!the!course!
and!the!direction!of!cosmic!
developments,!and,!just!as!it!was!able!
to!get!a!glimpse!of!the!term!toward!
which!these!developments!were!
inexorably!leading,!so!also!has!it!
pointed!to!their!beginning!in!time!
some!five!billion!years!ago.!Thus,!with!
that!concreteness!which!is!
characteristic!of!physical!proofs,!it!has!
confirmed!the!contingency!of!the!
universe!and!also!the!wellRfounded!
deduction!as!to!the!epoch!when!the!
cosmos!came!forth!from!the!hands!of!
the!Creator.!
!
51.!Hence,!creation!took!place!in!time.!
Therefore,!there!is!a!Creator.!
Therefore,!God!exists!!Although!it!is!
neither!explicit!nor!complete,!this!is!
the!reply!we!were!awaiting!from!
science,!and!which!the!present!human!
generation!is!awaiting!from!it.!It!is!a!

reply!which!bursts!forth!from!nature!
and!calm!consideration!of!only!one!
aspect!of!the!universe;!namely,!its!
mutability.!But!this!is!already!enough!
to!make!the!entire!human!race,!which!
is!the!peak!and!the!rational!expression!
of!both!the!macrocosm!and!the!
microcosm,!become!conscious!of!its!
exalted!Maker,!realize!that!it!belongs!
to!Him!in!space!and!in!time!and!then,!
falling!on!its!knees!before!His!
sovereign!majesty,!begin!to!invoke!His!
name:!<Rerum,!Deus,!tenax!vigor,—
Immotus!in!te!permanens,—Lucis!
diurnae!tempora!successibus!
determinans>!(Hymn!for!None).!
!
(A!free!English!translation!is:!"O!God,!
creation's!secret!force/Thyself!
unmoved,!yet!motion's!source/Who!
from!the!morn!till!evening's!
ray/Through!every!change!dost!guide!
the!day.")!
!
52.!The!knowledge!of!God!as!sole!
Creator,!now!shared!by!many!modern!
scientists,!is!indeed,!the!extreme!limit!
to!which!human!reason!can!attain.!
Nevertheless,!as!you!are!well!aware,!it!
does!not!constitute!the!last!frontier!of!
truth.!In!harmonious!cooperation,!
because!all!three!are!instruments!of!
truth,!like!rays!of!the!same!sun,!
science,!philosophy,!and,!with!still!
greater!reason,!Revelation,!
contemplate!the!substance!of!this!
Creator!whom!science!has!met!along!
its!path!unveil!His!outlines!and!point!
out!His!features.!
!
53.!Revelation,!above!all,!makes!His!
presence,!so!to!speak,!immediate,!
vitalizing,!and!loving,!like!that!
presence!of!which!either!the!simple!
faithful!or!the!scientist!is!aware!in!his!
inner!soul!when!he!recites!



unhesitatingly!the!concise!terms!of!the!
ancient!Apostles'!Creed:!"I!believe!in!
God,!the!Father!Almighty,!Creator!of!
heaven!and!earth."!
!
54.!Today,!after!so!many!centuries!
which!were!centuries!of!civilization!
because!they!were!centuries!of!
religion,!the!need!is!not!so!much!to!
reveal!God!for!the!first!time!as!it!is!
rather!to!recognize!Him!as!a!Father,!
reverence!Him!as!a!lawgiver,!and!fear!
Him!as!a!Judge.!If!they!would!be!saved,!
the!nations!must!adore!the!Son,!the!
loving!Redeemer!of!mankind,!and!bow!
to!the!loving!inspirations!of!the!Spirit,!
the!fruitful!Sanctifier!of!souls.!
!
55.!This!persuasion,!taking!its!remote!
inspiration!from!science,!is!crowned!
by!Faith!which,!being!ever!more!
deeply!rooted!in!the!consciousness!of!
the!people,!will!truly!be!able!to!assure!
basic!progress!for!the!march!of!
civilization.!
!
56.!This!is!a!vision!of!the!whole,!of!the!
present!as!of!the!future,!of!matter!as!of!
the!spirit,!of!time!as!of!eternity,!which,!
as!it!illuminates!the!mind,!will!spare!
to!the!men!of!today!a!long!
tempestuous!night.!
!
57.!It!is!that!Faith!which!at!this!
moment!inspires!Us!to!raise!toward!
Him!Whom!we!have!just!invoked!as!
<Vigor>,!<Immotus,>!and!<Pater>,!a!
fervent!prayer!for!all!His!children!
entrusted!to!Our!care:!Largire!lumen!
vespere,—Quo!vita!nusquam!decidat,!
(Hymn!for!None)—light!for!the!life!of!
time,!light!for!the!life!of!eternity.!
!
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The Proofs for God's Existence
John Paul II

General Audience
When we ask ourselves "Why do we believe in God?" our faith provides the first response.

God has revealed himself to humanity and has entered into contact with it. The supreme

revelation of God has come to us through Jesus Christ, God incarnate. We believe in God

because God has made himself known to us as the supreme Being, the great "Existent."

However, this faith in a God who reveals himself, also finds support in the reasoning of our

intelligence. When we reflect, we observe that proofs of God's existence are not lacking.

These have been elaborated by thinkers under the form of philosophical demonstrations in

the sense of rigorously logical deductions. But they can also take on a simpler form. As

such, they are accessible to everyone who seeks to understand the meaning of the world

around him.

1. Scientific proofs
In speaking of the existence of God we should underline that we are not speaking of

proofs in the sense implied by the experimental sciences. Scientific proofs in the modern

sense of the word are valid only for things perceptible to the senses, since it is only on

such things that scientific instruments of investigation can be used. To desire a scientific

proof of God would be equivalent to lowering God to the level of the beings of our world,

and we would therefore be mistaken methodologically in regard to what God is. Science

must recognize its limits and its inability to reach the existence of God. It can neither affirm

nor deny his existence.

From this, however, we must not draw the conclusion that scientists in their scientific

studies are unable to find valid reasons for admitting the existence of God. If science as

such cannot reach God, the scientist who has an intelligence, the object of which is not

limited to things of sense perception, can discover in the world reasons for affirming a

Being which surpasses it. Many scientists have made and are making this discovery.

Whoever reflects with an open mind on what is implied in the existence of the universe,

cannot help but pose the question of the problem of the origin. Instinctively, when we

witness certain happenings, we ask ourselves what caused them. How can we not but ask

the same question in regard to the sum total of beings and phenomena which we discover

in the world?

   



2. A supreme Cause
A scientific hypothesis such as that of the expansion of the universe makes the problem all

the more clear. If the universe is in a state of continual expansion, should not one go back

in time to that which could be called the "initial moment," the moment in which that

expansion began? But, whatever the theory adopted concerning the origin of the universe,

the most basic question cannot be avoided. This universe in constant movement

postulates a Cause which, in giving it being, has communicated to it this movement, and

continues to sustain it. Without such a supreme Cause, the world and every movement in

it would remain "unexplained" and "inexplicable," and our intelligence would not be

satisfied. The human mind can receive a response to its questions only by admitting a

Being who has created the world with all its dynamism, and who continues to maintain it in

existence.

The necessity to go back to a supreme Cause is all the greater if one considers the perfect

organization which science has ceaselessly discovered in the structure of matter. When

human intelligence is applied with so much effort to determine the constitution and

modalities of action of material particles, is it not perhaps induced to seek their origin in a

superior Intelligence which has conceived the whole? In face of the marvel of what can be

called the immensely small world of the atom, and the immensely great world of the

cosmos, the human mind feels itself completely surpassed in its possibilities of creation

and even of imagination. It understands that a work of such quality and of such proportions

demands a Creator whose wisdom is beyond all measure and whose power is infinite.

3. Impressive finality
All the observations concerning the development of life lead to a similar conclusion. The

evolution of living beings, of which science seeks to determine the stages and to discern

the mechanism, presents an internal finality which arouses admiration. This finality which

directs beings in a direction for which they are not responsible or in charge, obliges one to

suppose a Mind which is its inventor, its creator.

The history of humanity and the life of every human person manifest a still more

impressive finality. Certainly, man cannot explain to himself the meaning of all that

happens to him, and therefore he must recognize that he is not the master of his own

destiny. Not only has he not made himself, but he has not even the power to dominate the

course of events in the development of his existence. However, he is convinced that he

has a destiny and he seeks to discover how he received it and how it is inscribed in his

being. In certain moments he can more easily discern a secret finality which appears from

a convergence of circumstances and events. Thus he is brought to affirm the sovereignty

of him who has created and directs his present life.

Finally, among the qualities of this world which impel us to raise our gaze aloft, there is

beauty.

"The heavens proclaim the glory of God; Day to day pours forth speech and night to night

declares knowledge" (Ps 19:1, 2).

It is manifested in the various marvels of nature. It is expressed in the numberless works of

art, literature, music, painting and the plastic arts. It is appreciated also in moral conduct

there are so many good sentiments, so many stupendous deeds.



Man is aware of "receiving" all this beauty, even though he cooperates by his action in its

manifestation. He discovers and admires it fully only when he recognizes its source, the

transcendent beauty of God.

4. Faith stimulates
To all these "indications" of the existence of God the Creator, some oppose the power of

chance or of the proper mechanisms of matter. To speak of chance for a universe which

presents such a complex organization in its elements, and such a marvelous finality in its

life would be equivalent to giving up the search for an explanation of the world as it

appears to us. In fact, this would be equivalent to admitting effects without a cause. It

would be to abdicate human intelligence which would thus refuse to think, and to seek a

solution for its problems.

In conclusion, a myriad of indications impels man, who tries to understand the universe in

which he lives, to direct his gaze toward his Creator. The proofs for the existence of God

are many and convergent. They contribute to show that faith does not humble human

intelligence, but stimulates it to reflection and permits it to understand better all the "whys"

posed by the observation of reality.
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